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everybody is dying
nobody has remorse
people going by
acting like nothing ever happen
when they don't realize
that they're taking these children
from their mothers and fathers
who had cared and nurtured them since birth
if you could see the faces
that these parents have when
they find out that their babies had been taken away
from them all because the color of there jays
the sign or gang they "reppin" or oh "oh you was popping off at my boy"
or these streets that people claim to be "theirs"
or these hats people are wearing
hats come on hats made of fabric a material
material that people are killing for
because you wearing this hat but you don't "rep my crew"
you got young little boys and girls joining these "crews"
too bad they didn't just stay in school we're they could
be protected away from the outside where those
guns and violence come into play
stop the violence but not to create only peace
but to let our generation have more young
doctors lawyers police officer anything that these
once children have once strived to be
SO STOP KILLING
because the color of there jays
or these signs or gangs that they "reppin"!